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How Finland “Fell in Love” with NATO. Helsinki Sold Its Independence for Money

By Mauno Saari and Dragan Vujicic, April 14, 2023

Finland was not “suddenly” interested in NATO. Finland spent decades building its military
to be compatible with NATO troops. It is about a process that already started in the nineties.

Conflicts  of  Interest  Allowed  Opioid  Crisis  to  Grow:  FDA  Makes  Narcan  Available  Over  the
Counter

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, April 13, 2023

No pharmaceutical executive has ever been sent to prison for their role in the drug epidemic
they  intentionally  created  and  promoted.  Meanwhile,  entire  communities  have  been
devastated and destroyed by addiction.

The Yemeni “Peace Process” Is a Sham Though You Wouldn’t Know That from Watching U.S.
News or Reading Foreign Affairs

By Andi Olluri, April 13, 2023

In April 2022, a temporary truce was signed between the warring parties in Yemen, which
ended in October, though fragments of it are still operational. The truce in no way addressed
the crystal  clear  causes  of  mass  death,  starvation  and aggression  in  Yemen—namely,
Western-Arab aggression and brute force.

Biden to Spend $5 Billion on New Coronavirus Vaccine Initiative Supported by Gates, Fauci
and Republican Lawmakers
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By Michael Nevradakis, April 13, 2023

Dubbed “Project NextGen,” the new initiative will  serve as the successor to the Trump
administration’s  “Operation  Warp  Speed,”  launched  in  March  2020  to  expedite  the
development of COVID-19 vaccines.

Berlin Unable to Attend NATO’s Demands

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, April 13, 2023

Despite its bellicose and anti-Russian mentality, the German government seems unable to
continue contributing to NATO’s war plans. According to a report published recently in a
major  media  outlet,  Germany  would  be  incapable  to  meet  the  military  requirements
imposed by the Atlantic alliance.

Leaked Pentagon Documents Reveal US Violations of Korean Sovereignty

By Peoples Dispatch, April 13, 2023

On Friday April 7, leaked Pentagon documents began circulating widely on social media.
These  documents  contained  highly  classified  information,  leading  to  revelations  about  the
state of the war in Ukraine and the extent of US intelligence on Russia.

35 MPs and Lords Demand US Attorney General Drops Charges Against Assange on Fourth
Anniversary of His Imprisonment

By Morning Star, April 13, 2023

The MPs and lords from six parties stress that Mr Assange faces up to 175 years in a US jail
“for his publishing work which was carried out in the United Kingdom and in partnership with
globally leading news outlets.”

Israeli Spyware Firm QuaDream Linked to Hacks on Journalists and Politicians

By Middle East Eye, April 13, 2023

An Israeli-made spyware resembling the controversial Pegasus programme has been used to
target journalists  and opposition politicians in at  least  ten countries around the world,
researchers have found.
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US Kicks Off Nuclear War Games

By Kyle Anzalone, April 13, 2023

The Pentagon will begin simulating a nuclear war, according to a Department of Defense
press  release.  The war  games come as  the Bulletin  of  the  Atomic  Scientists  warns  a
civilization-ending war is closer than at any time in history. 

Another Ramadan, Another Brutal Israeli Raids Into Al Aqsa

By Michael Jansen, April 13, 2023

For  Palestinians  who  cannot  envisage  an  end  to  Israel’s  occupation,  repression  and
imposition of apartheid, resistance by any and all means seems to be their only way to
respond. They face death by desperation.
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